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High fidelity simulation has become a popular technique for training teamwork skills in high risk industries such as aviation, health care, and nuclear power production. Simulation is a powerful training tool because it allows the trainer to systematically control the schedule of practice, presentation of feedback, and introduction (or suppression) of environmental distractions within a safe, controlled learning environment. Unfortunately, many within the training community have begun to use the terms simulation and high fidelity simulation almost synonymously. This is unfortunate because doing so overemphasises the instructional technology to the detriment of more substantive issues, such as the training’s goals, content, and design. It also perpetuates several myths: simulation fidelity is unidimensional, or higher levels of simulation fidelity lead to increased training effectiveness. The authors propose a typology of simulation fidelity and provide examples of how the different classes of simulation have been successfully used to train teamwork skills in high risk industries. Guidelines are also provided to maximise the usefulness of simulation for training teamwork skills in health care.

Recent years have witnessed tremendous advances in computing power, networking technology, robotics, and artificial intelligence. These advances have fuelled the development of high fidelity simulators for training teamwork skills in aviation, health care, the military, and nuclear power. High fidelity simulation is particularly popular among trainees who assume that because it replicates the “look and feel” of the actual work environment, it will also provide an efficient and valuable learning experience. In fact, this belief has become so pervasive that many within the training community have begun to use the terms simulation and high fidelity simulation almost synonymously.

This is unfortunate for several reasons. Firstly, although it can be a valuable training tool, high fidelity simulation is only one of many tools for training teamwork skills. Secondly, the published literature has yet to reveal a direct relationship between the level of simulation fidelity and training effectiveness. In fact, numerous studies have demonstrated that it is possible to train teamwork related knowledge, skills, and attitudes using cost effective alternatives.1,2 Finally, when training programmes are designed properly, the level of simulation fidelity becomes somewhat less important.3

Up to this point, we have referred to simulation fidelity as a unidimensional concept. As a general rule, people who adopt this perspective tend to believe that simulation can be classified as either low or high fidelity. At one time or another, many within the training community (ourselves included) have adopted this perspective. However, during the course of our research, we have come to believe that this perspective is simplistic. Moreover, we believe that it overemphasises the instructional technology to the detriment of more substantive issues, such as the training’s goals, content, and design.

The primary objective of this paper is to dispel the myth that simulation fidelity is unidimensional. Our secondary objective is to remind the reader that when a training programme is properly designed, the level of simulation fidelity becomes somewhat less important. Drawing on over two decade’s of research from high risk industries, we review the major classes of simulation that have been used for training teamwork skills, the evidence supporting their effectiveness, and their strengths and weaknesses. Our third and final objective is to provide a series of guidelines to help trainers maximise the usefulness of simulation for training teamwork skills in health care.

BASIC DEFINITIONS OF KEY CONCEPTS

Before describing how simulators can and should be used to train teamwork skills, it is necessary to define basic terms such as team, teamwork, and teamwork skills. A team is defined as a group of two or more individuals who perform some work related task, interact with one another dynamically, have a shared past, have a foreseeable shared future, and share a common fate.4 Examples include operating room, labour and delivery, and emergency room teams.

One of the defining characteristics of a team is that the team members must interact with one another to successfully perform the team task. Therefore, teamwork is defined as those behaviours that facilitate effective team member interaction. Common examples include communication, situational monitoring, and decision making. Although the required teamwork behaviours will vary depending on the team’s task, recent research suggests that five teamwork behaviours tend to occur with extreme regularity. The so-called big five teamwork behaviours—team leadership, team orientation, mutual
performance monitoring, back up behaviours, and adaptability—have been observed in virtually all types of teams.3,4

Finally, teamwork skills refer to competencies that individual team members must possess in order to perform the necessary teamwork behaviours. Technically speaking, these competencies can be classified into three major groups: knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Teamwork knowledge refers to factual information that the team members must possess, such as information about the team's mission, or information about the roles and responsibilities of individual team members. Teamwork skills refer to the learned capacity to perform some type of task, such as being able to communicate clearly, concisely, and using the proper phraseology. Unlike knowledge, skills typically include a physical component that must be developed through practice and feedback. Finally, teamwork attitudes refer to mental states that influence the team members to behave in a particular way. Example attitudes include one's belief in the importance of teamwork, and one's preference for working in a team environment.5 Depending on the goals of training, the simulation may be designed to improve any combination of team members' knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

**SIMULATION AND SIMULATION FIDELITY**

At this point, the reader should have a basic understanding of teams, teamwork, and teamwork skills. However, before we can begin to explore the relationship between simulation fidelity and team training effectiveness, it is necessary for us to define what we mean by the terms simulation and simulation fidelity. Generally speaking, a simulation (or a simulator) is a device that attempts to recreate characteristics of the real world. There are many reasons for using simulation during training. For example, simulation allows the trainer to carefully control the learning environment by altering schedules of practice, introducing feedback, and introducing (or suppressing) environmental distractions, depending on the goals of training.

**DISPELLING MYTHS ABOUT SIMULATION AS A TRAINING TOOL**

In training parlance, the term simulation fidelity has traditionally been defined as the degree to which the simulator replicates reality.7 Using this definition, simulators are labelled as either low or high fidelity depending on how closely they represent the real system. For example, personal computer (PC) based flight simulators have traditionally been labelled low fidelity, while full scale simulators that realistically simulate an aircraft's visual, auditory, and motion cues have been traditionally labelled high fidelity. Unfortunately, this deceptively simple definition perpetuates the myth that simulation fidelity is a unidimensional concept. As we shall soon see, there is credible evidence to suggest that fidelity is multi-dimensional.

The nature of simulation fidelity has been hotly debated for over two decades. During that time, countless dimensions of simulation fidelity have been proposed.2-10 Many of these dimensions have been based on the simulators' technical characteristics. Although these may be important to the engineers who design and build simulations, they are somewhat less useful for the instructional designers who develop training programmes that incorporate simulation to varying degrees. Moreover, technology based typologies invariably become outdated as technologies evolve over time.

One of the most promising typologies of simulator fidelity was proposed by Rehmann and his colleagues (see fig 1).10 This typology is particularly useful because it is based on the trainer's perspective. Their first dimension, equipment fidelity, concerns the degree to which the simulator duplicates the appearance and feel of the real system. For example, a simulator that realistically mimics the layout of an aircraft cockpit could be described as high in equipment fidelity. Their second dimension, environment fidelity, concerns the extent to which the simulator duplicates motion cues, visual cues, and other sensory information from the task environment. For example, a flight simulator could be defined as high (or low) on environment fidelity, depending on whether the motion and video cues were turned on (or off). Their third dimension, psychological fidelity, concerns the degree to which the trainee perceives the simulation to be a believable surrogate for the trained task. Alternatively, it could be defined as the match between the trainee's performance in the simulator and the real world. For example, a PC based flight simulator could be defined as high in psychological fidelity if the trainees temporarily suspend disbelief and interact much as they would in the real world.10

Although the three fidelity components are inter-related, psychological fidelity is generally considered to be the most essential requirement for team training.2,7 Without temporarily suspending disbelief, trainees are unlikely to behave in the simulation as they would in the real world. As a result, the training will have little application to the post-training environment. Previous research suggests that psychological fidelity can be maximised by developing scenarios that mimic the task demands of the real system. Technology that simulates the environmental or equipment characteristics can increase the psychological fidelity of well designed training scenarios, but cannot compensate for poorly designed ones.10

On the surface, the question of whether fidelity is unidimensional or multi-dimensional may seem like a purely academic issue. However, it has profound implications for the design of team training programmes. The various dimensions of simulation fidelity require trainers to make a series of conscious design choices, the results of which can substantially reinforce or counteract the goals of training. For example, if the primary goal is to maximise the initial learning of teamwork skills, the trainer may decide to minimise distractions by choosing a simulator that is low in environmental fidelity. However, if the primary goal is to maximise the transfer of trained behaviours to the post-training environment, the trainer may select a simulator that mimics the environmental conditions of the real system.
realities, training programmes typically have multiple goals, such as to improve immediate learning, long term transfer, and patient safety. Therefore, it is essential that simulation’s overall fidelity configuration—equipment, environment, and psychological fidelity—be carefully chosen to reinforce these goals. More often than not, the training will require different levels of fidelity during different exercises at different points throughout the training curriculum.

**TYPES OF SIMULATION AND THEIR USE IN TEAM TRAINING**

Over the years, various forms of simulation have been used to train teamwork related knowledge, skills, and attitudes. An early review of the training literature suggested that simulators could be categorised into six broad categories: psychological trainers, familiarisation trainers, part task trainers, vehicle trainers, full mission simulators, and augmentation devices. However, changing technology has blurred the distinctions among these categories. Based on our own experience, we have proposed a three category typology of simulation technology. Although these are not the only forms of simulation used for training teamwork related competencies, they are perhaps the most common approaches. After providing an overview of each technology, we describe its fidelity configuration. We then review the evidence supporting their effectiveness, as well as their strengths and weaknesses (see table 1).

**Case studies and role plays**

Case studies and role plays are two very basic forms of simulation that use fictional examples of team performance to reinforce the trained material. Most case studies require nothing more than paper and pencil. They typically include background information about the event, a synopsis of the team’s behaviour during the event, a description of the event’s outcome, and a justification as to why the team’s performance was particularly effective or ineffective. During a case study, trainees review the factual concepts that they have learned, and discuss how these concepts apply to the fictional example. In addition, the trainees are usually asked how they would act differently if they suddenly found themselves in a similar position. However, there is no attempt to re-enact the event. As a result, case studies are well suited to reinforcing factual knowledge and developing positive attitudes towards the importance of teamwork. Role plays are a slightly more advanced form of case study. Rather than simply describing what they might have done differently, the trainees re-enact the event, or how they would have handled things differently, without the use of props. Role plays are well suited to developing positive attitudes towards the importance of teamwork, reinforcing factual knowledge about teamwork concepts, and—to a lesser extent—developing teamwork skills.

Using the multi-dimensional definition of simulation described earlier, case studies and role plays can be described as low in equipment fidelity, low in environmental fidelity, and low in psychological fidelity. Given their low overall fidelity configuration, many have questioned their effectiveness for training teamwork skills in high risk industries. However, case studies and role plays have been successfully used to train teamwork related attitudes, knowledge, and skills in aviation, health care, and corrections. Case studies and role plays have several strengths. For example, they can be developed and implemented with minimal resource investment. This is particularly important if the training is to be deployed on a large scale, such as throughout the entire military health care system. Another advantage is that case studies and role plays are usually well received by trainees. This is important, because poor reactions can undermine the credibility of training. Not surprisingly, case studies and role plays also have their weaknesses. For example, they provide only limited opportunities to practice behavioural skills. Moreover, if not properly implemented, they can produce a backlash among certain sub-groups of trainees.11

**Part task trainers**

Part task trainers can take many forms—such as standardised patients, endotracheal intubators, and simulated anaesthesiology machines—but all follow the same basic principle. The training is designed to segment a complex task into its main components. During the training, the trainees learn each individual subtask to a pre-specified level of competency. As each subtask is mastered, another subtask is added, and both subtasks are practiced together. The addition of subtasks continues until the entire skill has been learned to proficiency. For example, many commercial airline pilots learn to programme the airplane’s flight management computer using a stand alone control panel. The training provides guidance on navigating the flight management computer’s menu structure, selecting navigational waypoints, constructing a primary flight route, selecting an alternate flight route, and switching between the two routes.

Using the multi-dimensional definition of simulation described earlier, part task trainers can be described as medium in equipment fidelity, low to medium in environmental fidelity, and medium in psychological fidelity. Part task trainers have been used in health care to teach technical skills such as endotracheal intubation, laparoscopic surgical procedures, and the proper application of cricoid pressure during anaesthesia induction. Part task trainers have also been used to train teamwork related skills for military and civilian pilots using PC based flight simulators. Part task trainers have a number of strengths. For example, they allow trainees to practice their technical and teamwork skills to a pre-defined standard of competence without being distracted by irrelevant information. They are also a portable and cost effective means of managing the organisation’s limited training budget. For example, some airlines distribute part task trainers to their pilots on CD-ROM. The pilots can practice the materials at home prior to beginning their formal training at the company’s training facility. Doing so allows the airline to devote their costly, full mission simulators to more complex training issues. Nevertheless, part task trainers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation type</th>
<th>Teamwork competencies</th>
<th>Primary strengths</th>
<th>Primary weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case studies/role plays</td>
<td>Knowledge, attitudes</td>
<td>Low cost, positive trainee reactions</td>
<td>Few opportunities for skills practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part task trainers</td>
<td>Knowledge, skills</td>
<td>Low cost, distraction free environment</td>
<td>No opportunity for dual task practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full mission simulations</td>
<td>Knowledge, skills</td>
<td>Can simulate rare (but critical) tasks in a safe environment</td>
<td>High cost, currently limited to a few medical specialities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Full mission simulations

Full mission simulations are designed to simulate a complex task—such as flying an airplane from takeoff to landing—with all the environmental complexities that go along with it. When used for training teamwork related skills, full mission simulations usually begin with a pre-briefing. During the briefing, the team members discuss their mission, delineate roles and responsibilities, identify likely problems, and establish backup plans for resolving these problems. Next, the team performs the simulated mission, which is usually directed by an instructor who uses a standardised script to manipulate the simulator parameters. Depending on the type of team, the mission may be practiced several times, with the trainees rotating through the various mission roles. Once the simulation is complete, the team members participate in a post-training debrief to identify the lessons that they have learned. In many cases, videotaped examples are used to identify examples of particularly effective and ineffective teamwork.

Using the multi-dimensional definition of simulation described earlier, full mission simulation can be described as high in equipment fidelity, medium to high in environmental fidelity, and high in psychological fidelity. During the past two decades, full mission simulators have been used to successfully train teamwork related knowledge, skills, and attitudes in aviation, health care, the military, and nuclear power. Full mission simulation has a number of strengths. For example, it allows trainees the opportunity to practice their trained skills under realistic conditions, and to observe the consequences of their actions/inactions—such as the death of a patient or the crash of an airplane—in a safe environment. Full mission simulation also allows trainees to prepare for extremely rare, but highly critical emergency situations that would be impossible to train otherwise. Nevertheless, full mission simulation does have its weaknesses. The primary weakness is its cost. Even with recent reductions in technology costs, the personnel costs associated with developing, implementing, and maintaining full mission simulations makes them impractical for many organisations. Moreover, because many of them are tailored to specialty areas such as anaesthesia and surgery, they may be less useful for other disciplines. This is not to say all disciplines cannot benefit from full mission simulation training, it is just that not every discipline has commercially available full mission simulation at this time. In addition, unless the organisation allows the trainees to practice their teamwork related skills prior to participating in the full mission simulation, the trainees may be overwhelmed by the environmental distractions, stress, and time pressure.

MAXIMISING THE USEFULNESS OF SIMULATION IN HEALTHCARE TEAM TRAINING

The published literature on simulation as a training tool is extremely fragmented, and many critical training issues remain unexplored. For example, during the course of our research, we were unable to locate any studies that used multiple types of simulation to train identical teamwork related competencies. As a result, it is impossible to quantify the relative effectiveness of different types of simulation for given set of criteria. However, we were able to identify a number of principles for maximising the effectiveness of simulation as a training tool. Unfortunately, many of these principles were more scientific than practitioner oriented. In the following paragraphs, we propose a series of practical guidelines that instructional designers can use to maximise their limited training resources.

Carefully tailor your training needs, goals, content, and evaluation measures to reinforce one another

Developing a training programme is an extremely complex task. Therefore, it is essential that the training begins with a comprehensive needs analysis. This information should then be used to specify the goals of training, the content of the simulation, and the content of the post-training evaluation. If the training is designed properly, the linkages among these elements should be readily apparent. However, because training design is an iterative process, these linkages can become broken. One technique for maintaining these linkages is to use a programme audit database, which ensures a direct correspondence between training needs, goals, content, and evaluation. The programme audit database is a major component of many commercial airline training programmes, and can be created using off the shelf database software.

Use case studies and role plays to train teamwork related knowledge and attitudes

The learning process occurs in a series of discrete stages. During the earliest stages of learning, trainees acquire factual knowledge about the content area (what is involved in performing the task). With sufficient practice, factual knowledge becomes compiled into relatively automatic skills (how to perform the task), which require less conscious attention. At the highest stages of skill acquisition, trainees develop tactical knowledge (when to perform the task) and metacognitive skills (how to self-regulate one’s performance). However, proceeding through these successive stages requires a substantial investment of training resources. Therefore, we recommend that case studies and role plays be used as the primary simulation technology for training attitudes toward the importance of teamwork and knowledge of teamwork concepts. These simulation techniques are generally cost effective, can be deployed on a large scale, and are unlikely to overwhelm the trainees during the earliest stages of learning.

Use part task trainers to train teamwork related skills to the point of over-learning

After mastering the background knowledge and attitudes, it is essential that trainees practice their teamwork skills. We recommend the use of part task trainers—such as simulated patients, and PC based anaesthesia simulators—so that the trainees can practice their teamwork skills to the point of over-learning. Just as in cardiopulmonary resuscitation training, the goal of over-learning is to ensure that the task can be performed properly every time. Part task trainers are particularly well suited to this, because they are relatively portable and cost effective. As a result, they can be deployed on a large scale.

Use full mission simulators to hone teamwork related skills under conditions of ambiguity, time pressure, and stress

In many cases, trainers will not have access to full mission simulations. If they do, we recommend that they use full mission simulations almost exclusively to hone the trainees’ already learned teamwork skills. As noted earlier, part task trainers are an effective simulation tool, but they do not provide trainees with the opportunity to practice their time or resource sharing skills. Therefore, we recommend that trainers consider using the scaffolding technique during full mission simulation. The scaffolding technique involves having an experienced staff member initially take over some of the simulated task requirements. Over time, the staff
member gradually withdraws from the task, thereby leaving the team to perform on their own. Scaffolding can prevent the team from becoming overwhelmed during their first few full mission simulations. 22

Use post-simulation debriefings to reinforce the lessons learned during training

There is an old saying that “practice makes perfect”. In reality, practice makes behaviour more or less permanent. Perfection can only be achieved through practice with feedback. As a result, many instructional designers use post-simulation debriefings to help the team members learn from their mistakes and develop action plans for future self-development. Some debriefs may be instructor led; others are team led. Likewise, some debriefs employ videotape—to point out specific examples of effective and ineffective teamwork behaviour during the simulation—while others do not. Our research has shown that no one type of debrief is clearly superior than the others. 23 Therefore, we recommend that, at a minimum, some form of post-simulation debrief be used to identify the lessons that were learned, and to generate strategies for team self-development.

Training is not a one time event, so plan accordingly

We view training as a learning process, not as a one time event. Like every skill, teamwork competencies decay without periodic reinforcement and practice. Therefore, instructional designers need to carefully conserve their limited training resources so that they can include the most appropriate combination of awareness training (which focuses on knowledge and attitudes), skills practice, and recurrent skills maintenance, depending on the their unique training goals. For many organisations, the use of multiple training strategies may represent a cultural shift.

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED

In recent years, high fidelity simulation has become an increasingly popular tool for training teamwork skills in high risk industries. Although we do not doubt its usefulness as a training tool, we are disturbed by the tendency to equate the term simulation with high fidelity simulators. We believe that this is unfortunate, because other types of simulation, such as case studies, role plays, and part task trainers, have an established base of research to support their effectiveness for training teamwork related competencies, knowledge, and skills. Although there is a tendency to believe that more fidelity is always better, the published research does not support this conclusion. Specifically, we were unable to identify any studies that found a direct correlation between the level of simulation fidelity and training related outcomes, such as learning, transfer, and safety. Like any other tool, the effectiveness of simulation technology depends on how it is used. 24

In the final analysis, the choice of simulation depends on a number of factors, such as the training needs, the available resources, and the number of people to be trained. In a perfect world you would provide as much training as necessary to maintain the margin of safety. For example, if trainees required 50 h of teamwork skills training per year—10 h of lecture and case studies, 30 h of part task trainers, and 10 h of full motion simulation—that is what you would provide. More often than not, the training budget is under-funded, the training staff are overworked, and the time frame is unrealistically short. Therefore, we recommend that trainees maximise their training resources by leveraging low fidelity simulations to the greatest extent possible. When properly designed, these alternatives to full mission simulation can be a cost effective means for training teamwork related knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

Key messages

- The three major components of simulation fidelity are equipment fidelity, environment fidelity, and psychological fidelity. Of the three, psychological fidelity is the most important for teamwork skills training.
- There is no direct relationship between the level of simulation fidelity and teamwork training effectiveness.
- High fidelity simulations can enhance the perceived realism of well designed team training programmes, but cannot compensate for poorly designed ones.
- Instructional designers need to carefully tailor the simulation’s overall fidelity configuration to match the goals and content of team training.
- Most team training programmes will require different levels of simulation fidelity throughout the training curriculum.

Areas for further research and development

- The various dimensions of simulator fidelity have all been developed based on theoretical and practical considerations. Research is needed to empirically validate these dimensions and to assess the extent to which they overlap.
- To date, no studies have compared different types of simulation for training identical teamwork related competencies. Therefore, it is impossible to quantify the relative effectiveness of different types of simulation.
- Simulation based training has resulted in improved attitudes toward the importance of teamwork and improved teamwork behaviours. However, the link to improved patient safety needs to be more clearly demonstrated.
- Because simulation based training can be extremely expensive, trainers need practical guidelines on how to calculate the return on their training investment (ROI).

In the title of this paper, we asked “How low can you go?” when it comes to simulation fidelity in teamwork skills training. As we have shown, low cost technologies, such as case studies, role plays, and part task trainers, have been effectively used to train teamwork related knowledge, skills, and attitudes in several high risk industries. Although trainees and instructional developers may prefer the “bells and whistles” of full mission simulators, we implore them to at least explore the use of lower fidelity alternatives, especially during the earliest phases of teamwork skill acquisition. After all, effective training is clearly not synonymous with full mission simulation.
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